Ta’ Kola Windmill in Xagħra, Gozo

One of the few surviving windmills on the Maltese Islands dating back to the Knights’ Period. Its origins go back to 1725 during the magistracy of Grand Master Manoel de Vilhena. As its construction seems to have incorporated bad quality stones and mortar, it had to be dismantled and reconstructed during the 1780s. The windmill’s name, Ta’ Kola is connected with the last miller, Ġużeppi Grech who was popularly known as Żeppu ta’ Kola (Joseph the son of Nikola).
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Maltese businessman charged over the October 16 2017 murder of blogger Daphne Caruana Galizia

Prime Minister Joseph Muscat to step down on January 12
A Commonwealth history of Malta

by PROFESSOR RAYMOND MANGION
HEAD OF LEGAL HISTORY, UNIVERSITY OF MALTA

The islands of Malta, Gozo and Comino (or Malta for short) are a nation-state situated in the basin of the Mediterranean Sea between the three continents of Africa, Asia and Europe. Malta is endowed with harbours and creeks of great strategic importance. From ancient times, it was an outpost at which the earliest settlers had developed an indigenous feeling for safeguarding a sea-girt territory.

A common need also developed for appertaining to a larger main or dominion, whether an empire or any other conglomerated or individual power, for purposes of defence. All along, the Maltese struggled to cultivate an identity on the one hand, and to ensure survival on the other. They were invariably caught in an autochthonous insula-imperium connection.

Succeeding generations of inhabitants held together and secured autonomy yet were ready to accept a limited form of freedom by subjugating themselves to external collaboration. They were tiny, exposed across a vulnerable frontier, and hence required assistance from abroad.

They adopted laws, traditions, values, and beliefs under a series of outstanding rulers and dynasties, but they did so as it pleased and befitted them, according to their own predispositions and likings. The Maltese and Gozitans speak a native vernacular – Maltese – that is rooted in Semitic, one of the oldest sub-branches of the Caucasoid family of languages. They emerged from an area where their ancestors did inscribe and bequeath the Phoenician alphabet for posterity. Malta was the site of some of the primordial megalithic temples of religious worship and astronomical observation.

It was a prime municipium in the hub of the Mare Nostrum under the Romans. Its population under varied suzerains along the Late Middle Age testified to acts of innate aspirations within a wider context of belonging to the continental terra firma. Malta is high up in the list that historically contributed to the groves of academe by founding a University of Learning as early as 1592.

Malta, under the Order of Saint John (1530–1798), or Knights Hospitallers, was the home of one of the leading surgical hospitals and schools of botany and medicine. Indeed, the Maltese tongue is the legacy of a cultural cross-fertilisation that evolved out of a society’s urge for liberty within a bigger sphere of help and protection, thus, a time-honoured heritage and eclectic patrimony.

The Maltese established their relationship with the British Crown by voluntary cession in 1802. They agreed to draw a balance between Melitensiun Amor within a fortress-colony province. The remainder of their story oscillated between gubernatorial autocracy and a germ of representation.

In 1921, they were finally granted self-government inside a condominium in compliance with the vision and wish of Viscount Milner and Colonel Leo Amery, Secretary and Undersecretary of State for the Colonies respectively, both deeply involved in the contemporary process to build up some sort of an “Imperial Federation” with the aim of defining the position and co-operation of ex-demesnes.

Two years before, Colonel Amery had already trusted that the new Maltese Letters Patent setting up responsible government would strengthen in the Maltese “their being members of the world-wide British Commonwealth”.

Anglo-Maltese relations from 1921 onwards continued to be characterised by local deputies or representatives, in addition to politicians in general, swinging the pendulum between closer (even integrated), ties with their monarch, and further (if not total), dismemberment from the realm.

When Prime Minister Dr Giorgio Borg Olivier asked for the bestowal of independence within the Commonwealth that took place in 1964, the United Kingdom acted as godmother as far as Malta’s inclusion was concerned.

*continued on page 3
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Duncan Sandys, Secretary of State for the Colonies, told Dr Giorgio Borg Olivier and his delegation in the opening statement at the Independence Conference in London, that if he wanted to affiliate with the Commonwealth, he would certainly be embraced as a free and equal partner in “this great world-wide association of sovereign nations”. Duncan Sandys not only reverberated but also reiterated Leo Amery’s declaration.

Malta and the Commonwealth had already achieved a remarkable harmony, as a dependency within a royal domain, in between the two break-throughs, epoch-making, constitutional advents of 1921 and 1964.

In 1955, the Government of Malta generously provided a location outside the Renaissance-cum-Baroque capital city of Valletta, on which a memorial was erected to commemorate the deceased of all the air forces of the Commonwealth who had gallantly fallen in raid and sortie in the course of World War Two.

Malta’s intimate bond with the Commonwealth was so perpetuated immediately after the voluntary association’s formal creation in 1956. Now, Malta as an independent society with a seat and a voice within the Council of Europe and the United Nations recognised from the outset the urgent necessity to be an integral part of the Commonwealth as much as the Commonwealth affirmed the overall significance of Malta within its fold.

Malta was a natural and quintessential bridge of co-ordination guided by principles of democracy, human rights and the rule of law pursuant to international treaties and municipal charters.

In other words, Malta was unavoidably a formidable and ideal rendezvous for the convening of fora that would bring together extremely diverse peoples with different levels of resources and capacities within the Commonwealth. No doubt, Malta was set to excel as an attraction and model for unity of groups and persons.

In 1970, the Secretariat identified and praised Malta to capture the first proceedings ever held on human ecology and the environment.

In 1974, Malta became a Republic with a President as Head of State. The political movements of the time made unprecedented history because they joined forces in Parliament not only to elevate their motherland to a higher status but also to express unanimity in favour of keeping their country of the Eight-Pointed and George Crosses buttressed and entrenched within the Commonwealth.

A Malta-Commonwealth continuum was enshrined in another veritable milestone. The two sides had reached a comity without parallels that was ultimately the Maltese’s own choice reflecting an inborn self-determination within a broader whole, rather than the outcome of an exterior cultural cringe implemented by way of imperial policy and approach to decolonisation.

In fact, Malta was soon to sponsor, under the auspices of the Commonwealth, a symposium that discussed ways and means to combat subservience to overseas standards by advocating new literature in English within a Commonwealth framework.

In a span of ten years Malta hosted the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) on two occasions. In 2005, it held the meeting after it had fixed another landmark by becoming a full member of the European Union two years previously. It hosted CHOGM for the second time November 27–29 in 2015.

Malta is among the smallest and youngest mouthpieces within the four corners of the world, yet it is vociferous and renowned for the promotion of peace and stability. It boasts the necessary infrastructure and technological facilities to host any summit of a cosmic standing.

In 2013, therefore, it gained an overwhelming support to be, twice in a decade, the venue and pillar for the organisation of the principal biennial meeting of one of the fellowships.

CHOGM has grown increasingly relevant to actual and future generations as well as to economic and geopolitical realities in a globalised planet. Malta has, time and again, consolidated and crystallised the universal respect and credit that it enjoys by virtue of its physical and spiritual omnipresence within the Commonwealth.
Entitlements to property settlement after permanently separating from partner

by Paul Sant

What am I entitled to if I divorce my partner?

In Australia, divorce operates separately from a property settlement. One does not automatically lead to the other, however, there is a timeframe of 12 months to commence court proceedings for a property settlement, from the date a divorce Order takes effect, otherwise the permission of the Court is required.

Contrary to pop culture references, divorce does not automatically mean a mother is entitled to ‘get the house’, and a father will have to pay spousal maintenance (referred to as alimony in other countries such as America) or child support.

What are my entitlements in a property settlement?

Before a court will make any Order altering property interests, it must be satisfied that it is just and equitable in all the circumstances to make any proposed Order. This principle was emphasised in a 2012 High Court case called Stanford v Stanford.

If the Court finds that the circumstances of your relationship are such that it is just and equitable for it to make Orders in relation to property, detailed information is required to advise you as to the likely range of entitlements. The Court may make Orders sought by you; your former (or current) partner, or any alternate Order that it otherwise determines is appropriate.

The assets you each had when you started living together

You may have had substantial savings, or owned an unencumbered property. Depending on the length of your relationship, assets that you owned when you commenced cohabitation may be treated as initial contributions, and may warrant an adjustment in your favour. Over time, initial contributions ‘fade’, as other contributions are made throughout a relationship.

The assets and liabilities at the court hearing

The value of assets may fluctuate depending on the market and economy so one party may argue a different date of separation if it would better for them in a property settlement. The court is only able to make orders about property in existence at the time it is making and Order.

The pool of assets

It is important to be able to identify all of the assets and liabilities of the relationship to indicate the net pool available from which a property settlement can be negotiated and agreed to, or determined by the court, which is commonly expressed as a percentage to the wife and a percentage to the husband, of the net pool.

If there is disagreement on the value of assets, or superannuation, expert valuations may be required. Sometimes, a valuation may be needed for an asset or business at the commencement of cohabitation, as well as at the hearing.

The contributions made by each of you

Contributions in family law are in relation to the acquisition, conservation and improvement of assets, and include:

- Direct financial contributions, for example, earning income and applying this to paying the mortgage;
- Indirect financial contributions, for example, your parent provides you money that is used as a deposit on the purchase of a property;
- Direct non-financial contributions, for example, repainting a property, building a deck, landscaping.
- Indirect non-financial contributions, for example, raising children and home making (cooking, cleaning, gardening, lawn mowing, and so on);
- Direct non-financial contributions, for example, repainting a property, building a deck, landscaping.
- Indirect non-financial contributions, for example, raising children and home making (cooking, cleaning, gardening, lawn mowing, and so on);

The weight attributed to parenting and homemaker contributions should not be mistaken as mothers having more rights than fathers. A parent who worked and paid ‘all the bills’ may not have been able to do so if the other parent did not stay home to raise the children.

Therefore it is important and appropriate that it is taken into account, reflected as an indirect contribution to the assets of the relationship.

Whether any adjustments should be made for future needs

The court considers the future needs of you and your former partner, including:

1. Your age and health;
2. Your prospects of obtaining and/or retaining gainful employment;
3. If there are children of the relationship:
   a. Contact and time arrangements – will one parent be assuming a significantly higher amount of parental responsibility?
   b. The children’s ages: will one parent have less opportunity for gainful employment, due to parental responsibilities?

The court may also consider any of the other matters that are set out in section 75(2) of the Family Law Act 1975 (Cth), including:

- A standard of living that, in all the circumstances, is reasonable;
- The duration of a marriage and the extent (if any) that it has affected the earning capacity of a party;
- In regards to being re-partnered, where a party is living with their new partner, the financial circumstances relating to that cohabitation;
- Any fact or circumstance that the court is of the opinion needs to be considered in regards to the justice of the case.

If you are recently separated, or looking to effect a separation, and would like advice as to your potential entitlements, please contact Paul Sant.
Successful night fighting the scammers

The Maltese community responded with a full house (pictured above) for the information session organised by The Maltese Welfare (NSW) at the George Preca Centre at OLQP at Greystanes. It was indeed a pleasure to see so many people turning up. It was proof-positive that the issue of scams on our phones and social media is intrusive, and people are demanding answers.

Detective Senior Constable Shawn Schussler from the Financial Crimes Squad, State Crime Command agreed that people are frustrated with the level of scams on our phones and social media.

He explained in clear and précised terms how to fight these scammers: regularly check your bank statements, be wary of anyone contacting you out of the blue, keep your information secure, know who you are dealing with, do not open suspicious texts, links or emails, don’t respond to calls for remote access to your computer.

With the advances of electronic communication, criminals don’t necessarily need to be face to face to steal from you. Scammers can go to great lengths to cause people to part with their money or information.

Those present were attentive and for more than an hour kept asking questions, many repeating their recent experiences. Ms Elettra Brown one of the organisers from the Maltese Welfare (above with Detective Senior Constable Shawn Schussler) reminded all that for more crime prevention information one should visit: ww.police.nsw.gov.au

Christmas Greetings

As in previous years, The Voice of the Maltese, the only magazine of its kind printed in Australia will again feature special messages for the festive season in our Christmas special edition of December 17.

We would like to invite you to send your short message for publication as in previous years. Please assist us by sending your message to reach us by not later than December 10.

Charges will be made for display advertising depending on the size.

For more information send an email to: maltesevoice@gmail.com

The Administration

XAGĦRA ASSOCIATION OF NSW Inc
Invites you to come & celebrate:

AUSTRALIA DAY 2020

With a Dinner Dance
Date: Saturday 18 January 2020
Time: Doors open 6:30pm for 7:00pm start
Place: Mandavilla Function Centre, 1788 The Horsley Drive, Horsley Park
Entertainer: Joe Apap
Dinner: 3-Course meal, beer, wine, soft drinks, tea, coffee, pastizzi & fruit platters
Contact: Ray & Josephine Bigeni: 9627 4182, Mob: 0439 974 182
M’Ann Teuma: 4579 6771, Vicki Micallef: 0425 210 436
Il-Prinċpe tal-marċi Maltin: Luigi Bongailas

Minn dejjem stqarrejt li r-re tal-marçi ‘Malta huwa s-Surmast Vincenzo Ciappara. Izda la hemm ir-re hemm ukoll il-prinċpe u fil-fehna tiegħi dal-prinċpe huwa Luigi Bongailas (jew Louis kif jidher mal-marçi tiegħu mferrxa ma’ Malta u Ġawdex kolla l-aktar sas-sin hghoxrin u tletin sena ilu).

Illum il-gurnata l-marċi Maltin, drawwa sabiha ta’ gżirritna, hadu rota gdida u fil-fehna tiegħi tilfu dawk il-kwalitajet muzikali u armoniċi sbieħ li kienu jħaddnu, l-aktar dawk ta’ wara l-gwerra. In-hobb nuża l-fracŻi marċi Maltin għax dawn huma differenti minn dawk barranin. Il-marċi fil-kultura Maltija huma festivi u jintrabtu sewwa mal-atmosfera festiva tal-festi tradizzjonali Maltin.


F’dak iż-żmien ma kontx tifred il-banda San Mikiel is-surmażt ta’ Ċiż-Żabbar. Il-marċi tiegħu jekkomponi għaliha. Kien is-surmażt ta’ din l-unika banda li kellu bejn l-1964 u l-1979 (tnexhwa waqt ta’ sentajn).


Qattaj is-sin nikellem mas-Surmażt Bongailas, dejjem fil-jum tar-rekording tal-marċi godda tal-King’s Own, għax bhal Ciappara, kull sena kien jikkomponi marċi għall-festa ta’ San Duninku tal-Belt Valletta. Kien jikkomponi wkoll għall-Banda La Valette.


Tbatija kbira


Il-Prinċpe tal-marċi Maltin: Luigi Bongailas

Kultura u Drawwwiet Maltin

PeterPaulCiantar
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Victor George Borg (1941-2019)

The Maltese and ethnic community in Victoria has just lost one of its most prominent members. Victor Borg died quietly after a short illness on Monday 18th November at the age of 78.

Born in Gzira, Malta, Victor Borg migrated with his family in 1955 when he was 14 years of age. He graduated as Bachelor of Laws from the University of Melbourne in 1963 and was admitted as Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme Court of Victoria in 1964. He then proceeded to London where he obtained a degree of Master of Laws (LLM) in 1966.

He served the Maltese Community in Victoria with a passion not often seen in his compatriots. He advocated on behalf of the community in the Courts in Victoria with various government bodies and was a member of several organisations, including the Ethnic Affairs Commission of Victoria, Victoria Police, the Victorian Law Foundation, the Chief Justice’s Advisory Committee on ethnic issues (Family Court), and Director, Western Health among others.

He also held positions as member of the Immigration Review Tribunal and the National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters. He was very much involved in organisations responsible for health issues as Director of Diabetes Australia in Victoria. He was also Chairperson of the Migrant Advisory Committee for the Federal Department of Social Security, Employment and Education Training.

For several years he was involved in running the hostel for the elderly as Chairperson of the Dominican Sisters Rosary Home for the Aged in Keilor Downs, and as member of the Board of Management of St Dominic’s Hostel for the Aged in Blacktown, Sydney.

As President of the Maltese Community Council of Victoria for several terms he has striven to raise the profile of Maltese within the community through education programmes, encouragement of radio programmes and other means. He was particularly concerned with ensuring equity for the aged and developed advanced welfare programmes to cater for their needs. It might be said that his most lasting achievement was the building of the Maltese Centre in Parkville, with the assistance of the members of the Society of St Paul, which is his lasting monument.

As Chair of the Ethnic Communities’ Council of Victoria (ECCV) for six years (1991-1997) he worked hard to achieve equity and access for members for all ethnic communities in Victoria, and, in his own words: “for the ECCV to reposition itself and the needs of their constituents within the Australian mainstream” and to ensure participation of members of the broader ethnic community on local, state governing and decision-making.

He has a number of publications relating to migration and the law. He was made a Member of the Order of Australia (AM 1982) for his services to the community and given the Middalja għall-Qadi tar-Repubblika (MQR) (Medal for Service to the Republic) by the Government of Malta in 1998.

He was married to Terry and had three children, Georgina, a lawyer serving in Victoria, Laura, who has dedicated her life to looking after abandoned children in Thailand, and Ben who is involved in business. Victor Borg will be sadly missed by a broad number of persons within the community who have benefitted personally from his services, as well as from the Maltese and the general ethnic community for his wide-ranging advocacy on several issues that they have faced over the past decades.

Maurice Cauchi

Fifth Convention for Maltese Living Abroad ‘Keeping Connected’

October 5-10, 2020

The fifth Convention for Maltese Living Abroad is to take place in Malta on October 5-10, 2020, and preparations are currently underway, and the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and Trade Promotion is informing the Maltese diaspora and the general public that it would like to hear from those who are interested in participating in the event.

The Convention will consist of plenary sessions together with a number of workshops. Other activities that include an art exhibition and a literary symposium would also be organised at the margins of the Convention.

The working languages of the Convention would be Maltese and English.

The Ministry is inviting those interested in attending the Convention to express their intent of participation by filling the form that can be downloaded from this link: https://foreignaffairs.gov.mt/en/PDF%20documents/5th%20Convention%20for%20Maltese%20Living%20Abroad%20participation%20Form.pdf

When completed the form is to be emailed to convention.2020.mftp@gov.mt.

Alternatively, the form may be sent to the following postal address: The Director Directorate Consular Services and Maltese Living Abroad, Ministry for Foreign Affairs and Trade Promotion Palazzo Parisio, Valletta, Malta to reach the Ministry by not later than Friday 10th January 2020.
The sale of the home for the aged

Tony A. Borg from The Ponds NSW

I have read your interesting articles about the only Maltese Age Care Facility run by the Dominican Nuns of Malta in Blacktown NSW. I am of the view that the Maltese Community could buy and run the Aged Care Village. I know this is easier said than done but it is one of many options.

It is worth looking into things like (a) how did the Nuns acquire the land to build the village, (b) what conditions were attached to the land grant (c) how was the money raised to build the village e.g. donations from the Maltese community etc. and (d) the value of free labour provided by the Maltese community.

In conclusion: the question to ask therefore is, have the Nuns all the legal rights to sell the place and transfer the profits to Malta?

Culhat al belt, well done PBS

Ch. Cutajar from Seven Hills NSW writes:

I attended the screening at La Valette SC of Culhat al Belt, a well-rehearsed documentary produced by the Public Broadcasting Service of Malta and brought to us in Sydney by the Maltese Cultural Association of NSW.

Sette Giugno 1919 is a significant event in the political history of Malta and this documentary with English sub-titles gave us an overview of what and why it happened one hundred years ago.

Let’s hope that PBS will produce more such excellent documentaries about our history.

Well done all involved.

TVoM doing a great job; if only

Antony Cassar, St Alburns, Victoria writes:

Having read the latest issue (No. 216), I believe I must say thank you for another great issue of "The Voice of the Maltese" magazine.

It make me wonder how better the Maltese community could have been years back if we had the chance of availing ourselves of such a great publication that compares most favourably with any professional magazine that we can lay our hands on at the bookstalls.

You never miss to amaze me with the interesting content and the professional way you go about producing The Voice magazine.

Well done and I hope you can keep up the great work. I am sure that the Maltese community all over this great continent of ours is grateful to you.

Its content is not just run of the mill, but researched and very original, and the contributors are so well versed that it is difficult not to read each and every word they write. The professionals who week in and week out give us advice on a number of topics are also doing a great job overall and are a great help.

Keep up the good work on our behalf.

Let justice take its course

Ant. Tonna from Sliema, Malta writes:

I write from Malta as I can imagine how confused you might be about what is happening in Malta at the moment. It is not the best of times but the main aim is to find the culprits and put them behind bars.

The murder of DCG was a terrible episode but if the Malta police are able to do their job it would be a step forward for all of us.

We need to let justice take its course.
'Speak My Language': Radio programme to help ageing multicultural communities

Speak My Language, a series of radio conversations to help ageing multicultural communities in Australia. It is directed at informing the Maltese Community about existing services and how to access them by contacting MyAgedCare as they get older.

The conversations on the programme include experts working in Aged Care along with Maltese elderly who share their personal stories. It acknowledges that Ethnic Community Radio plays an important role in keeping our older Maltese engaged and informed.

The aged care radio broadcast programme that is intended to help "isolated" elderly people, is funded by the Commonwealth Government under the Dementia and Aged Care Services Fund Research and Innovative Grants 2017.

The programme is supported by the ECCNSW, ECCV, ECCQ (Diversicare) and national broadcasting partners SBS and NEMBC.

The Speak My Language Programme for the Maltese community was produced in Victoria and presented by Carmen Calleya-Capp, Coordinator, and Emmanuel Brincat, Maltese Broadcaster with 98.9 North West FM Community Radio.

The conversations were supported by dedicated health professionals and wonderful members of the Maltese community.

The stories and experiences shared with the listeners are from the heart and Carmen and Emmanuel, who are thankful to their guests and their listeners told The Voice, "We know that our community loves listening to their radio programmes and that by listening to this programme older members of our community will have a better understanding of the services that are available, as they get older.

The talks went on air in May and June this year on 98.9 North West FM Melbourne. Podcasts and radio conversations are now available on line.

One can tune in to the Speak My Language talks by going to: speakmylanguageradio.com/listen choosing Maltese. Look for these titles:

Pictured above are, Tony Bugeja works in age care and took part in the programme, Vicky & Stan (Spiro) actual clients benefiting from the programme and Carmen Calleya Capp, co-ordinator of the series.
Il-Miżbla

Bhal ma nafu, din il-kelma tfsisser post fejn jinżamm jew jin tremma ż-żibebi jew xi rimix tħor. Kien ta’ xokk mhux żghir ghalija ta’ tifel li kont meta ndnajj il-f’Malta kien ukoll l-isem ta’ post fejn kienu jindifnu xi nies. Kien ta’ xokk ghalix kont tghallimt li n-nies jindifnu f’ċmiterju.


Biżat li l-liġijiet Ingliżi taż-żwieġ ċivili u d-divorzju jiġu applikati suġġetta għal tassazzjoni.


Among the effects of climate change, new species of fish have entered the Mediterranean from the Atlantic or the Pacific Ocean and adapted themselves to the higher temperatures of this basin.

Marine biologist Professor Alan Deidun goes on to say that seawater temperatures are rising rapidly and there are indications that the sea temperature will exceed 30 degrees.

As a result of the campaign known as Spot the Alien Fish, in which fishermen are requested to point out any alien fish species they discover in waters around Malta, the species Rabbitfish, known among the fishermen as Qawsalla (Rainbow) has become a popular catch. It breeds rapidly, and Deidun said that it has now almost become an indigenous fish. There are 29 species of rabbitfish. They have large, dark eyes and small, somewhat rabbit-like mouths, which gives them their name. Most species have either bright colors or a complex pattern. The largest rabbitfish grows to about 53 cm (21 in), but most species only reach between 25 and 35 cm (10 and 14 in).

Another alien fish is the Blue Swimmer Crab, which has tipped blue legs. The species is also called ‘blue manna’ or ‘blueys’. It is also a highly sought after crab both commercially and recreationally in the coastal waters around Western Australia, Queensland, NSW and South Australia. It has entered the Mediterranean from the Indian Ocean and is being caught in large amounts in the south of Malta, especially at Marsaxlokk and Rinella. Higher than 30° temperatures in Maltese waters are becoming a common trend, and Profs Deidun says that if the trend continues it may impact even more on sea life.

A citizen science campaign aimed at monitoring the influx of alien fish into Maltese waters coordinated by Prof. Alan Deidun (Department of Geosciences, University of Malta) and funded by the International Ocean Institute (IOI) and by the Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture (DFA – Malta) is on.

Locals, in particular fishermen are being requested to report any alien fish sightings. Those who accept to send reports of any such sightings are being asked to state whether the in the morning or evening); which species of fish were sighted; where they were sighted, and the quantity (approximate number in the area) of fish sighted. They are further requested that where possible, to take photos of the alien fish sighted.

Some other aliens species:

- **African Sergeant**
- **Serveant Major**
- **Monrovian Surgeonfish**
- **Shrimp Scad**
- **Black-barred Halfbeak**
- **Red Sea Bannerfish**
Maltese businessman charged over the murder of Caruana Galizia

A 38-year-old businessman, Yorgen Fenech (pictured right), was arraigned late Saturday evening, and charged with participating in a criminal organisation, complicity in causing an explosion, and complicity in the October 16, 2017 murder of blogger Daphne Caruana Galizia. He pleaded not guilty. His lawyers failed to request bail, so he was held in custody to spend his time at the Corradino Correctional Facility (prison). On request by the police his assets have been frozen.

The indictment states that Fenech “promoted, constituted, organised or financed a group with the intention of committing a crime”, and that he “actively participated in the criminal actions of this group, including but not limited to giving information or material means or recruiting new members when he knew that the purpose and general activity of the group had already been established”.

He is also charged with “rendering himself complicit with third parties with an explosive substance that created an explosion that caused the death” of Caruana Galizia.

Mr Fenech will appear again in court within the next 15 days for the start of the compilation of evidence against him.

Three other men are currently also awaiting trial for planting the bomb that killed DCG, but there had always been the belief that the men, who all entered not guilty pleas, were acting on orders from inside Malta.

Caruana Galizia died when an explosive device planted under the driver’s seat of her rental car was detonated close to her home at Bidnija, limits of Mosta.

The assassination and subsequent unfounded accusations of a cover-up had provoked unfair international condemnation of the government.

The latest developments vindicate Prime Minister Joseph Muscat. He had vowed from the outset, he would use all the means at the government’s disposal and beyond, including engaging foreign investigators, to find and bring the murderers to justice.

Fifty days after the murder, the police arraigned three men and began the search for the mastermind.

Two years after the killing, the breakthrough. A man by the name of Melvin Theuma ‘came forward’ seeking a Presidential pardon for his previous crimes and complicity in causing the death of Caruana Galizia.

The Prime Minister said he gave a mandate to the government to negotiate with the person’s lawyers to take an unprecedented step, and that if the person collaborated and the information provided was sufficient to prosecute the mastermind of this crime, he would receive a presidential pardon.

The man described as the middleman was given immunity in return for full information that could rope in the mastermind.

After that, investigations intensified and information by the alleged middleman led to Yorgen Fenech getting apprehended on November 20 after his yacht was intercepted by an armed patrol boat as it left the port of Portomaso and searched.

Prime Minister to step down

From the outset, Prime Minister Joseph Muscat had expressed his determination to solve the heinous crime and was on record as saying that he would keep no stone unturned in his efforts. He also sought to arraign the mastermind under his watch and reportedly said he intended to resign, once the investigation was “complete”.

Therefore on Sunday evening in a message to the nation he announced to the Nation that he would be relinquishing his post come January 12.

He said that the country will have a new Prime Minister, to continue the work and the strong mandate of this Government and continue to deliver the plan the Maltese population approved in June 2017.

He would write to the President of the Labour Party so that the process for a new Leader is set for 12th January 2020.

"On that day I will resign as a Leader of the Labour Party. In the days after I will answer about in relation to it. They said they stood down “out of a sense of political duty, in order not to distract from an effective and serene leadership of the country."

Keith Schembri, as a co-conspirator who was arrested and questioned but later released without charge for insufficient proof.

The Prime Minister on Thursday reported to the Police that he had received a message saying that unless he advised in favour of a presidential pardon, a testimony would be given by Yorgen Fenech to implicate that he had two telephone calls with him some months back. He said that no such calls were ever made and that this could easily be verified.

He had already said he met Yorgen Fenech at other social events or in meetings in his role as shareholder of one of the country’s biggest group of companies and that the last such encounter was in February 2019. Fenech’s requests for pardon had been refused on the advice of the Attorney General and the Police Commissioner.

Meanwhile Daphne Caruana Galizia’s husband, three sons, her sisters, and her parents were present when Fenech was brought to the courthouse in Valletta.

On Sunday morning the Prime Minister had been given another unanimous vote of confidence by the Labour Parliamentary Group, and Economy Minister Chris Cardona who had suspended himself until the investigation is complete and the outcome of the probe in the murder is over was reinstated to continue with his portfolio.

At a time when Malta should have been overjoyed that after two years, it was so close to finally solving the murder, we find ourselves in a chaotic situation and very few of the media and news portals were being objective.

Since the Labour Party won the 2013 election at the expense of the PN, in her blog, DCG had been staunchly critical of the government, and some tried to give a political twist to the killing.

Two government ministers and the PM’s chief of staff had been targeted bearing the brunt of the accusations. First to resign was the chief of staff Keith Schembri, Tourism Minister Konrad Mizzi followed.

They all said they had absolutely no connection with the case and had nothing to answer about in relation to it. They said they stood down “out of a sense of political duty, in order not to distract from an effective and serene leadership of the country.”

Konrad Mizzi expressed regret that politics in Malta has become polluted by suspicions fuelled by partisan politics.

Joe Muscat, the Prime Minister, Owen Bonnici said in a tweet, that in two years, the institutions in Malta arraigned those who allegedly executed the horrendous murder, identified the alleged “middleman”. “We want the truth to come out and prevail over this case. This is, after all, what the rule of law is all about,” he said.
MoU signed with Canadian Cannabis Research Centre

Malta Enterprise and the Cannabis Research Centre at McGill University have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) aimed at establishing closer research collaboration between Malta Enterprise and the Canadian University in the field of medical cannabis.

The Minister for the Economy, Investment and Small Businesses Chris Cardona who presided over the signing said that research in medical cannabis has always been at the top of the agenda for Malta’s government and this collaboration comes at a crucial time for the industry.

McGill university, with nearly 200-year history, is one of the world’s leading universities. It is renowned for quality research. This partnership will facilitate collaboration on different elements with McGill University including the exchange of students and collaboration in research activities in the field of medical cannabis.

It will also facilitate training for the professionals working in the pharmaceutical sector as well as researchers and doctors to update themselves regarding the use of medicinal cannabis.

It will help Malta Enterprise bridge the skills gap in the pharmaceutical industry by offering top-up courses.

The university’s Research Centre Director, Carolyn Baglole, said a lot of further research is needed on cannabis, including its medicinal use, questions related to health and security and the impact of medicinal cannabis on the economy. Researchers are currently studying these aspects.

It was said that this international partnership would not only diversify and grow Malta’s existing industry, but also drive a new wave of world-class developments in medical cannabis research.

Upgrading Malta’s economic prospects

German credit rating agency Creditreform has revised its Malta rating, maintaining the A+ rating but upgrading the country’s economic prospects from stable to positive.

According to German economists in the coming years Malta would maintain economic growth, saying its growth would be larger than other countries in the Euro Zone. It said that the Government would continue to register a surplus while decreasing the debt rate in the GDP.

Barts medical Univ. inaugurated in Gozo

Inaugurating the new campus at the Barts medical university at the General Hospital complex in Rabat Gozo, Prime Minister Joseph Muscat described the project as a unique partnership between the government and two influential bodies from two continents: the British University Queen Mary and the American company Steward HealthCare which runs the hospital.

This educational medical project, an investment of €35 million that was completed in 17 months on an area of 8,000 square meters has already started welcoming foreign students. It is to be one of the most prestigious schools in the field of medicine.

The Prime Minister said that collaboration between the three parties has translated into the best medical education option in the Mediterranean. He believes that it is not just a run of the mill facility, but something Malta can be proud of.

He said that the project, “a new benchmark for every one around this region,” would serve to further attract foreign investment to the island, both for the economy and for the community.

The Vice-Principal of the University of Queen Mary, Professor Steve Thornton, said the completion of the project goes beyond the building, “I hope to our communities and partners, it is emblematic of our commitment to delivering an exciting future for healthcare in Malta. It is proof of the British University’s commitment to provide Malta with a wonderful future to health care”.

The Dean of Barts, Anthony Warren, said that the investment would lead to an excellent medical service.

The campus will be offering an area for a maximum of 800 students and complement the anatomy centre that was opened a few months ago as part of the Steward HealthCare Malta investment. There are currently over one hundred students.
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Is-sitwazzjoni ta’ bhaliss a...

Jitressaq il-Qorti l-allegat mandant tal-qtil ta’ Caruana Galizia
Il-Prim Ministru jhabbar li fit-12 ta’ Jannar se jċedi postu lil haddieħor

Chris Cardona li kien temporanjament is-sospenda ruhu se jerga’ jiex postu fil-kariga tieghu bhala Ministru, u Deputat Mxexej tal-Partit Laburista.


Il-Prim Ministru Joseph Muscat fl-indirizz linn-Nazzjon
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Il-Prim Ministru Joseph Muscat fl-indirizz linn-Nazzjon
Il-Messagg tal-Prim Ministru Joseph Muscat lin-Nazzjon fejn habbar li se jhalli postu ghal haddiehor biex ikun hemm bidu ġdid


Il-Prim Ministru kompla: “Fil-proċess hadd deciżjonijiet shiha biex ġużjietties persuni ta’ qwilieda.”

F’vot sigriet, il-Prim kiseb appoġġ unanimu, inkluż ta’ Bartolo. Ftit wara, kemm Schembri kif ukoll Mizzi, irriżenjaw. Il-Prim Ministru kompla saħħaħ il-qagħda fil-Parlament, fejn huwa u ħiereġ mill-parliament, li b’dak li qed jipprotestaw, u li warajhom hemm l-dak kien l-iskop tal-protesti min-naħa tal-is-sitwazzjoni, u kien hemm min allega li ista kellu u għandu ħafna x’jirbaħ minn din midja barranija kienet qed tingħata tagħrif fuq li jemmen huwa sewwa, “minkejja li wasalli l-messaġġ illi jappoġġjaw l-isforzi tas-soċjeta’ ċivili f’din midja barranija.”

Il-Parlament Delia ġie bbuwa skafa, b’dak li qed jipprotestaw, u li warajhom hemm l-dak kien l-iskop tal-protesti min-naħa tal-is-sitwazzjoni, u kien hemm min allega li jipprovaw iħammġuni.”

Il-Prim Ministru kompla:"Fil-proċess hadd deciżjonijiet shiha biex ġużjietties persuni ta’ qwilieda.”

Il-Prim kellu Appoġġ unanimu
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Il-Prim Ministru kompla: “Fil-proċess hadd deciżjonijiet shiha biex ġużjietties persuni ta’ qwilieda.”

F’vot sigriet, il-Prim kiseb appoġġ unanimu, inkluż ta’ Bartolo. Ftit wara, kemm Schembri kif ukoll Mizzi, irriżenjaw. Il-Prim Ministru kompla saħħaħ il-qagħda fil-Parlament, fejn huwa u ħiereġ mill-parliament, li b’dak li qed jipprotestaw, u li warajhom hemm l-dak kien l-iskop tal-protesti min-naħa tal-is-sitwazzjoni, u kien hemm min allega li jipprovaw iħammġuni.”

Il-Prim Ministru kompla:"Fil-proċess hadd deciżjonijiet shiha biex ġużjietties persuni ta’ qwilieda.”
Medicinal cannabis for dementia

Researchers at University of Notre Dame Australia have selected Perth-based Catholic Homes to be part of a ground-breaking study of the use of medicinal cannabis for dementia patients.

The clinical trial, which is to be held over 14 months, will involve 50 participants over the age of 65 with mild dementia who live in an accredited residential aged care facility. The study will be undertaken by the university’s Institute for Health Research in partnership with Israel-based MGC Pharmaceuticals.

More than 400,000 Australians live with dementia and more than 1.5 million Australians are involved in their care.

Michelle Barrow, executive manager of residential care services at Catholic Homes, says the organisation is committed to this innovative treatment for the long term, adding that this treatment method is a much softer approach to traditional treatments. The medical cannabis oil, called “Cognicann”, will be trialled over 18 weeks as an oral spray.

Catholic Homes’ residents are invited to volunteer, starting this month. To be eligible for the trial, they must have a diagnosis of dementia, live in a residential aged care facility, be aged 65 years or older, and are compliant to taking medication.

“We’re optimistic that the cannabis trials will help to reduce behavioural and neuropsychiatric symptoms ranging from anxiety, aggression, insomnia, and hallucinations. Medicinal cannabis may also increase appetite in those who have experienced a loss of appetite as a symptom of dementia,” Ms Barrow said.

Institute Director Jim Codde says the aim of the study is to improve the quality of life for dementia and Alzheimer’s sufferers by freeing them from a range of agitation and psychotic symptoms that comes with the disease, and often impact on their families and loved ones.

“Planning for the study has been extremely extensive and involved other key stakeholders including medical experts, aged care practitioners and our ethics committee to ensure the well-being of participants throughout the study,” Professor Codde said.

The university's pro-vice-chancellor Professor Greg Blatch said the study reflects the university’s focus on ground-breaking, collaborative research that makes a real difference to local, national and international communities.

Australia - Stop burning coal

Australia needs to stop burning coal by 2030 if it wants to help limit global warming to 1.5 degrees, a new report warns. Non-profit climate science and policy institute Climate Analytics says the government needs a national plan to phase out remaining coal-fired plants - and must take them offline faster than already planned.

The report says such considerations would help provide the energy sector with certainty. The organisation’s chief executive Andrew Hare pointed to the current bushfires in New South Wales and Queensland as a sign the country needed to curb emissions rapidly.

“The realisation that climate change poses an existential threat to Australia is certainly hitting home right now,” Mr Hare said. He added that Australia must play its part in fighting climate change. It could start by switching from coal to renewables in its own electricity system.”

The report, says phasing coal out completely by 2030 would allow Australia to do its bit. It warns just half a degree more warming above 1.5C would see the death of nearly all of Australia’s coral reefs.

It says at the slow rate coal fired plants were being shut down across the country, Australia would still emit twice more than what it was allowed to under the Paris Agreement.

The report said ten plants had closed since 2012 with the 19 remaining plants feeding Australia 60 per cent of its electricity. This made it the only OECD country in the G20 that relied on coal fire more than half of its energy supply.

In a decade half of these plants, which the report says were already technically obsolete, would be 40 to 60 years old. The report says Australia had natural advantage when it came to renewable energy resources and should jump on this to move to a carbon-free energy system.

It warns Australia faced longer bushfire seasons, less rain and more droughts due to climate change.
Money-laundering

Westpac, Australia’s second-largest bank faces a huge fine, and its reputation is in tatters after financial crime watchdog AUSTRAC accused it of 23 million breaches of money laundering laws, and failing to properly monitor payments potentially linked to the streaming of child exploitation. Most of the offences concerned the late reporting of overseas transactions.

The bank was sued by Australian regulators and its Chief executive Brian Hartzer has stepped down

While announcing resignations, Mr Maxsted the chairman of the bank said that the board accepts the gravity of the issues raised by AUSTRAC

“We sought feedback from all our stakeholders including shareholders and having done so it became clear that board and management changes were in the best interest of the bank,” he said.

Among other failings, the regulator alleged the bank - the nation’s oldest - had failed to adequately monitor the accounts of a convicted child sex offender who had regularly sent money to the Philippines.

The Australian government has described the alleged breaches as “very serious”.

Kevin Rudd warns against return of the “yellow peril”

Former Prime Minister Kevin Rudd has blasted the Coalition’s management of the China relationship as self-serving, and warned against a return of the “yellow peril”.

Mr Rudd acknowledged managing relations with China had always been difficult but said the recent Liberal policy has been driven by party politics. He said the Liberals had attacked him as a “Manchurian candidate”, and did all they could during his time as prime minister to break decades of bipartisanship on China policy.

Malcolm Turnbull then used a hard-line assault on the Chinese government to consolidate his position when his leadership was under threat. “I will be the first to the barricades if the most recent national security legislation becomes a political vehicle for Hansonism and a return to the days of the yellow peril,” he said.

“This approach should be given effect as a legal and administrative process under Australian law, not as a populist witch hunt”, he said, and urged the government to develop and regularly update a clear and consistent China strategy. “It would be negligent for Australia not to have our own,” he said.

“It should be crystal clear about our national objectives in relation to China, just as it should be clear in its understanding of what China’s objectives are in relation to Australia.”

Firefighter, 19, accused of arson in ‘ultimate betrayal’

A volunteer firefighter has been charged with deliberately lighting blazes during Australia’s bushfire crisis. The man, 19 was arrested by police and charged with seven counts of alleged arson in an area south of Sydney NSW.

The NSW fire service described the alleged acts as the “ultimate betrayal” to crews already under immense strain. Although six people have died and over 650 homes have been lost in bushfires that have ravaged the east coast since September, the man is not being accused over those tragedies.

Timeline set for Pell’s high Court appeal

Lawyers for Cardinal George Pell have until January 8 to file their written submissions in what will be his final shot at overturning his child sexual abuse convictions in a High Court appeal. Victoria’s Director of Public Prosecutions, Kerri Judd QC, will have just under a month to respond to those submissions.

The dates mean the case is on track for a potential March 2020 hearing, the earliest date the case can come before the court. By then, Cardinal Pell would have served more than 12 months of his three year and eight-month minimum. He has served the entirety of his sentence in maximum security, alongside some of the state’s most dangerous prisoners.

The High Court has flagged it will hear his appeal against his five sexual abuse convictions, after taking the rare step of referring his application for special leave to a full bench of the court.

Cardinal Pell is serving a maximum six-year jail term for the abuse of two choir-boys while he was the Catholic archbishop of Melbourne in the 1990s. He has vehemently denied any wrongdoing and has taken his case to the High Court after unsuccessfully appealing to the Victorian Court of Appeal.
Taghrif dwar il-kitba Maltija u dawk li matul is-sekli hadmu għall-iżvilupp tal-ilsien Malti


VICTOR FENECH - b’kontribut qawwi lil-letteratura Maltija u lill-ilsien Malti


Il-President George Vella b’appell għall-kalma, l-ghaqda, il-maturità


Magistrate Coppini retires after 25 years

Magistrate Paul Coppini (right), who served in the Gozo Courts since 1994, has retired. After delivering his last judgement, delivered a speech highlighting his views on various issues and expressed his appreciation to all those who assisted him during his tenure. Afterwards, a reception was held in his honour, attended by all the staff of the Gozo Courts, lawyers from Gozo and Malta, members of the Judiciary and his family.

Other speeches delivered by some of the attendees described Magistrate Coppini’s commitment, the values of honesty and integrity he always practiced during his long career, and the fact that he always delivered quality judgements, in fairness to the parties concerned.

Gozo Minister addresses first AI Conference

Gozo Minister Justyne Caruana said that digital connectivity, a project that scheduled to be completed in the coming months, would be further strengthened by the installation of the second fibre optic cable between Malta and Gozo.

Dr Caruana (inset) was addressing the AI in Business conference (below) – the first event of its kind to be held in Gozo. “The holding of the AI conference in Gozo is a milestone within its own right as it is being held simultaneously with the opening of the Gozo Research and Innovation Hub,” Dr Caruana said.

Economy, Investment and Small Businesses Minister Chris Cardona who attended the conference said that AI represented an opportunity for countries of all sizes. He explained how crucial it was for policy makers to make this digital revolution a central policy goal.

Innovation Hub inaugurated at Xewkija

Gozo is increasingly becoming the place to do business smartly and innovatively, and the Gozo Innovation Hub in the industrial area of Xewkija that was inaugurated by Prime Minister Joseph Muscat, is set to further strengthen the island’s potential in this regard. The Hub (below), a €9 million investment which is being co-financed through the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), is spread over 9,000 square metres.

Among the first to be allocated space are companies partnering with global giants Microsoft and Google, who will be working on some of their respective projects through an operation at the Gozo Innovation Hub.
Art camp at Ghasri

The UNESCO annual Art Camp was held recently in Ghasri where 21 artists, including one Maltese, were nominated by their respective National Commissions for UNESCO. This is an initiative of Andorra to bring people together as a way to understand each other and to work together. The Art Camps were mainly held in Andorra but this is the third one held in Gozo.

The event was organised by the Maltese National Commission for UNESCO and the Office of the Ambassador and Permanent Delegate of Malta to UNESCO with the collaboration of the Ministry of Gozo. The Chairman of the National Commission, Dr Ray Bondin, welcomed a visit by Minister for Gozo Justyn Caruana who praised the great work done during the event in Gozo.

Gozo Minister Justyn Caruana and other personalities inspecting the UNESCO Art Camp at Ghasri

NGOs Association has a crucial role to play in the volunteering sector

Addressing NGO representatives during the first Listening to Our Members’ Needs organised by the association at the Gozo NGO Centre in Xewkija, Gozo Minister Justyne Caruana said that the Gozo NGOs Association has a crucial role to play in the sector of volunteering.

She pointed out that her ministry’s doors were always open for NGOs, and underlined the need for organisations to network more between themselves and to create synergies.

President opens 20th philatelic exhibition

Malta President H.E. George Vella seen inaugurating the 20th philatelic exhibition organised by the Gozo Philatelic Society at the Gozo Ministry. Dr Vella extended his stay at the exhibition to well over an hour as he inspected all the exhibits, uttering words of praise and encouragement. GPS secretary Antoine Vassallo presented the President with an album containing Gozo-themed covers that was designed by Anthony Grech.

Resurrection of Christ depicted on mosaic at Nadur’s Divine Mercy Chapel

Last month Gozo Bishop Mario Grech blessed a large mosaic depicting the Resurrection of Christ, at the subterranean chapel of the Divine Mercy at the new Nadur cemetery.

Fr Roberto Gauci and a team of dedicated youths at the Eiko Centre of Liturgical Art executed the mosaic that is, based on a world-famous mosaic at the Hora monastery in Turkey. It depicts Christ rising from the tomb and pulling up with him from the netherworld an aged Adam on his right and an elderly Eve on his left. At the bottom end of the mosaic a demon is portrayed fuming in the harrowing hell.

L-aħbarijiet tal-PBS (Malta)

SBSTV explains its position to the Maltese community

I

n the last few issues of The Voice of the Maltese, criticism of SBSTV in conjunction with the Maltese TV programmes was quiet evident. It showed that the Maltese were disappointed with our ethnic broadcaster. The protests were led by Marisa Previtera, a member of the CMLA, very active in our community.

Ms Previtera had demanded an explanation, and to their credit, SBSTV replied as they always do when faced with reasonable criticism.

Ms Mandi Wicks, Director Audio & Language Content at SBS writes: “As you might be aware, SBS recently obtained rights to the NBA and NBL, as basketball is a popular and growing sport in Australia, particularly among multicultural communities. Unfortunately, this does mean, from time to time, that regular programming could be displaced for live coverage of games. We will try to avoid it as much as possible. When there are displacements we do run generally on-air announcements to let audiences know the services are available in SBS On Demand”.

Referring to access for programmes on demand, she added, “I understand that some members of the community might not currently have access to SBS On Demand, where they can watch the Maltese news anytime. “Is there anything we at the SBS can do to assist them? Could we share the login information with them in English and Maltese? We could include the instructions on the SBS Maltese website at sbs.com.au/maltese or post them out on request”.

Ms Wicks noted as well that she had included Paul Williams on this email. Paul is the Executive Producer of our World Watch television news bulletins, which provides for the Maltese news. Paul is aware of the concerns and is trying to minimise the impact as much as possible.

While thanking the SBSTV for explaining why specific actions are taken, both Ms Previtera and The Voice will continue to monitor the Maltese TV programmes.

Surplus of €10.2m. recorded in the first ten months of 2019

L

atest public finance data published by the NSO shows that during the first ten months of this year, the Government recorded a surplus of €10.2 million, which is a significant improvement over the previous year.

The surplus reflected an impressive increase in recurrent revenue whilst the increase in expenditure was contained within established budgetary parameters.

Indeed, recurrent revenue increased by €444.1 million as a result of buoyant tax revenue fuelled by a broad base increase encompassing all categories of tax revenue. The Ministry for Finance notes that this positive result reflects the robust economic growth exhibited by the Maltese economy in recent years which is expected to be sustained in the coming years as corroborated by the latest European Commission and international credit rating agencies’ forecasts.

Nonetheless, total non-tax revenue also increased with the main contributor being an €121.6 million increase in grants.

The Ministry for Finance notes that this increase in recurrent revenue whilst the increase in expenditure was contained within previously established budgetary parameters.

Capital expenditure increased by €78.4 million with the main contributors being the record investment channelled for the upgrading of the road infrastructure and improvements to buildings and equipment.

Interest on Government expenditure decreased by €11.3 million or 6.4 per cent during the same period.

Minister for Finance Edward Scicluna said that these positive developments in public finances for the first ten months augur well for the attainment of a fiscal surplus for the fourth consecutive year in 2019, sustaining the consistent decrease in the debt-to-GDP ratio attained by this Government.”

In memoriam

Joe Borg, the actor has passed away

It is with deep sadness to announce the death of Joe M. Borg, the very well known and loved actor and director of the Cittadini Theatrical Group of NSW.

Joe was born in Mosta in 1941 and was married to Dolores. They have three children and five grandchildren. Joe joined the Cittadini Group in 1985 and has worked on stage with most leading actors that came to visit us here in Australia from Malta.

Joe was a mediator with the Community Justice Centre, and for his work he was awarded a meritorious service award. In September 2014 he was also awarded the Maltese Cultural Award (NSW).

For a short time, Joe was also one of the directors at the La Valette Social Centre at Blacktown NSW.

He was a colossus of the Maltese teatrin in NSW, no doubt the best comic/actor in the history of the Maltese stage in NSW if not in all of Australia. The Voice will have more about Joe Borg in the next issue.
MELBOURNE: on 3ZZZ 92.3FM or on www.3zzz.com.au. Mondays 5-6 pm, Fridays 5-6 pm and Saturdays 10-11 am.

MELBOURNE: on 98.9 North West FM, every Friday 6.00 - 7.00 p.m. and Mondays 7.00 to 8.00 p.m. Presenter: Emmanuel Brincat.

MELBOURNE: STEREO 974 (93180930): 97.4FM Wed (Maltese Magazine) & Thursday (Merħba): 6.00pm to 8.00 pm Co-ordinator – Ray Anastasi

On SBS Radio
Day Time Analogue and Digital
Tuesdays and Fridays: 12:00-13:00
97.7fm SBS 2.

To tune into digital radio you need a receiver or device with a DAB+ chip. Tuning in is by station name not frequency. Digital radio can also be heard via digital TV.

SYDNEY: listen to the MCC radio programmes on 2GLF FM 89.3. Isma’ l-programm tar-radju bil-Malti mill-Kunsill Malti ta’ NSW minn fuq l-istazzjon 2GLF 89.3FM. (Jista’ wkoll jinistera’ On Demand minn fuq l-Internet: www.893fm.com.au)

On Demand: Ethnic Maltese Council (11am)
Il-Hadd 11.00am: l-ahħar aħbarijiet minn Malta, mużika, tagħrif, kultura, avviż u sugġetti ta’ interessa.

SBS Radio 2 on Channel 38.
Programmes can be accessed online (live or catch up) at: sbs.com.au/maltese and via mobile phone, using the SBS Radio app.

For television news from Malta - SBS2 TV 32 (Vicerland) on Thursdays and Sundays at 8am.

VIVA MALTA on COAST FM 96.3 Community Radio in Gosford Central Coast NSW. Aired on Thursdays every fortnight from 6 pm -7 pm. Presenter: Nathalie Gatt.

Web streaming: www.coadsfm.org.au

SBS MALTESE NEWS: L-Aħbarijiet are now on SBSTV VICELAND HD Channel 31 every Sunday at 8.00 a.m. and on Thursday at 8.00 a.m.

BRISBANE: listen to the Maltese Programme on 4EB on Tuesdays 6.00 -8.15 am; Sundays 4.15pm to 5.15 pm.

Maltese Seniors Social Welfare Day Groups

Fairfield Active Maltese Seniors
Meets on the last Tuesday of the Month. Group meets in Parish Hall, cnr of Stella Street & The Boulevard, Fairfield Heights at 10 am.

Maltese Seniors Central Coast
Have to contact our Welfare Officer for an appointment. For all information and referral matters call Censina Cefai: 02 439 000 12 or 0414 267 652

Daceyville Maltese Seniors
Meets the last Wednesday of the month in the Meeting Room One, No. 3 General Bridges Crescent, Daceyville.

Note: The Groups also arrange regular Bus Trips Join us and make new friends.

Merrylands Social Maltese Seniors
Meets every second Friday of the month: Miller Room, Memorial Avenue Merrylands from 10.30am to 12.30 am

Llandilo Maltese Seniors
Meets on the first Wednesday of each month at the Llandilo Community Hall, Seventh Avenue, from 11am to 1pm.

Maltese of Bankstown
Group meets 3rd Wednesday of month in the Bankstown CBD area. Every other 3rd Thursday at noon. Enquiries call: Sam 9534 2357

Greystanes Maltese Seniors
Meets on the second Monday of each month at the George Preca Centre of OLQP Church, 198 Old Prospect Road, Greystanes from 10 am to 12 noon

The Sutherland & St George Maltese Seniors
Meets every First Wednesday of the Month from 10:00am-1:00pm.
Meetings/Get Togethers are interesting, informative & entertaining, so come Join us and make new Friends For more information contact our Co-ordinator:
Charles Mifsud J.P.Phone (02) 9501 5525 – mobile 0421 662 298.

*(All Groups are co-ordinated by The Maltese Community Council of NSW) with a sponsorship from Multicultural NSW. Please contact the MCC Welfare Officer: Marisa PrevITERA JP on 0414 863 123. The MCC offices are at 59b Franklin Street (corner with Young St) Parramatta West NSW (next to West Parramatta Primary School).
MFA seeking Farrugia’s replacement

The 2-1 defeat against Norway at the national Stadium that wrapped up the national team’s commitments in the EURO 2020 Group F qualifiers was Ray Zazu Farrugia’s last as coach of Malta’s national team. At the conclusion of Malta’s disappointing participation, the MFA decided not to renew his contract, and that of the rest of the technical staff that expires on December 31. Farrugia last 18 months in the job. He was appointed on May 2, 2018.

Malta’s participation in EURO 2020 ended in total disappointment with only one win, against the Faroe Islands, and nine defeats leaving Malta sharing the bottom of the ladder with the Faroes, with only three points from 10 matches and a goal deficit of -24.

The MFA is now looking for the 27th coach for the Malta team. The next coach is again expected to be a foreigner, the 14th since Joe Griffiths first led Malta’s team in their first international match against Austria in 1957.

The appointment of the new national team coach and the rest of the technical staff is not the only decision the MFA needs to take. It is working to implement other projects aimed at improving the level of all the national selections through enhanced football development in line with its long-term strategic programme as adopted by its Executive Committee recently that are expected to start implementing as of January 2020. The MFA’s three major projects, all related to technical development are:

1. the creation of a professional football team that would compete in an overseas professional championship 2. the setting up of the Inħobb il-Futbol Foundation, a new structure setup to organise and support football at grassroots and youth levels and contribute to the community through football 3. define a unified and consolidated game strategy for national teams at all levels.

These projects and other reforms are expected to come into effect in January, but the MFA has already started working to implement the major one, and in fact, a delegation led by its President Bjorn Vassallo, held a meeting in Florence, Italy, with top officials of the Italian Lega Pro where it discussed the proposed international reciprocity agreement between the Malta FA and Italian football bodies.

This collaboration centres around a specific and strong synergy between Maltese and Italian football as part of a project focusing on professional footballing development.

The creation of a professional football team that will compete in the professional Italian league is one of the leading projects the Malta FA is working on in a bold effort to raise the standard of the country’s up-and-coming players and subsequently that of the national team in the coming years.

Malta to host 2nd Tipsport Cup

Malta is to host the second edition of the Tipsport Malta Cup to be played at the National Stadium January 25 – 27 next year between FC Banik Ostrava, FK Mlada Boleslav and FC Zbrojovka Brno, all from the Czech Republic, and Slovakian side FC DAC Dunajska Streda.

The tournament, which is supported by the Malta Tourism Authority and sponsored by Tipsport, was launched during a well-attended press conference held in Prague.

All the logistical aspects of the Tipsport Malta Cup and the training camps being held by the Czech and Slovakian teams in January are co-ordinated by MFA SportsPlus Limited.

During their stay on the island the visiting teams will also be playing friendly matches against Maltese clubs. Hibernians and Balzan are set to meet FK Mlada Boleslav and FC Zbrojovka Brno respectively, while discussions are on-going for other Maltese teams to play friendlies against the Tipsport Malta Cup participants.

Floriana drop first points but still unbeaten

Before making way for the Third Round of the FA Trophy, the Premier League teams took part in match day 11 with, leaders Floriana dropping their first points in an interesting scoreless draw with Hamrun Spartans. But they are still the only unbeaten team in the League. With Gżira Utd winning against Senglea the Greens’ gap has been reduced to three points.

More important than that for Gżira the fact that they regained the runner-up berth in the league ladder after Sirens dropped points in their draw with Gudja. Defending champions Valtellta obtained a convincing 4-0 win over Mosta that helped them draw level on points in third place with Sirens, four points behind the leaders. Hibernians also made ground at the expense of Balzan, whose disappointing campaign continued. The loss against Hibernians was their fourth of the season. It helped Hibis claim fifth place with 20 points.

Birkirkara and Sliema Wanderers improved somewhat their positions with their third victories of the season.

RESULTS - Day 11 Floriana v Hamrun S 0-0 Gżira Utd v Senglea 3-1 Valtellta v Mosta 4-0 Sirens v Gudja U 1-1 Hibernians v Balzan 2-1 Birkirkara v Tarxien R 3-0 Sliema W. v Sta Lucia 5-0

George Cross AGM confirms board for 2020 football season

Last season’s Caroline Springs George Cross board has been confirmed to lead the club for a second term. The club’s annual general meeting held November 24 gave the same members who were in charge of the club last season the go-ahead to retain their position.

President Mark Sultana told members the club has already appointed coaches for every male senior and junior team, as well as the senior women’s and three girls teams for 2020.

Since moving to the new facility there has been an unprecedented number of youngsters wanting to join George Cross, with the club already unable to cater for the many youngsters wanting to join.

The President said that the club was going all out to win promotion next season and has already recruited several top class former A League and NPL standard players.

Improvements to the City Vista Court Stadium have continued with the installation of 500 seats, and Life Memberships were presented to former goalkeeper Steve Wardle, ground project manager Eddie Gauci, and long serving members Charles Muscat and John Cassar.

Australia Day tournament planned

In the meantime, George Cross have invited other Victoria State football clubs, Green Gully who play in the National Premier League, and Football Federation club North Altona SC, along with Parramatta Melita Eagles from NPL4 NSW and other clubs to participate in a club tournament that is planned for the Australia Day weekend next year.